STATE OF WASHINGTON -
PROCLAMATION: DESIGNATION OF STATE MONSTER

1. Adjective

2. Name Of Your Monster

3. Adjective

4. Name Of Your Monster

5. Your Name

6. Authority Figure

7. Plural Name Of Your Monster

8. Adjective

9. Noun

10. Office Supply

11. Adjective

12. Adjective

13. Body Part

14. Month

15. Year

16. Your Signature
STATE OF WASHINGTON - PROCLAMATION: DESIGNATION OF STATE MONSTER

WHEREAS, recent developments have shown that Washington State has only one true ________ Adjective ________ monster, the ________ Name of Your Monster ________, and it is endangered of ________ Adjective ________ extinction, and

WHEREAS, we are the only state which is able to claim ________ Name of Your Monster ________ as our own,

NOW, THEREFORE, I ________ Your Name ________, by virtue and authority vested in me by the ________ Authority Figure ________ do proclaim all ________ Plural Name of Your Monster ________ within the border of our ________ Adjective ________ state (and anywhere else) protected as a Washington State ________ Noun ________ and be hereafter, the Official State Monster. IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have caused my ________ Office Supply ________ to forge my signature and have affixed a ________ Adjective ________ lock of hair from the ________ Adjective ________ ________ Body Part ________ of the monster this ________ Month ________ of ________ Year ________.

_______ Your Signature